Zildjian Prize
Awarded to an outstanding percussion student
Sean Daniel Connors

The 2003/2004 Teaching Assistant Prizes
Awarded to outstanding Teaching Assistants
John Beton, Jennifer Gliere, Clay Howard Greenberg, Cynthia Johnston-Turner,
John Kocher, Lina Morita, Brian Alan VanArsdale

Iwa Watanabe Award
Awarded to a Japanese-born student who has shown
promise and skill in music
Khim So Fukagawa

The Presser Music Award
Awarded to a graduate student who demonstrates excellence
and outstanding promise for a distinguished career in music
J. Daniel Jenkins

Linda Muise Student Life Award
Established in honor of Linda Muise, this award
is presented to a graduating senior who has shown dedication,
enthusiasm, collaboration, and leadership traits that promote
and maintain a strong quality of life for all
Juliet Ann Grabowski
Excellence in Accompanying Awards
Recognizes students who have particularly distinguished themselves during the year through their work as collaborative pianists
Korey Barrett, Ji Eun Han, Daniel Pesca, and Jeremy Samoleski

Barbara M. H. Koeng Award
Established to honor the memory of Barbara M. H. Koeng, and to recognize the achievements of an accompanying major who shares Mrs. Koeng’s passion for working with singers
Ji Eun Han

C. Eschenbach Award
Honors an accompanying major who has distinguished him or herself in concert with a singer colleague
Korey Barrett

John Celentano Award(s) for Excellence in Chamber Music
Established to celebrate the outstanding contributions of Professor Emeritus John Celentano and to honor students who have demonstrated exceptional achievement in the study and performance of chamber music
Joon Hee Kim, Sae Rom Kwon, Jonas Thoms, and Saehee Uhm

Louis Lane Prize
Awarded to a student who has shown excellence in composition
Vine Ivanow

McCurdy Prize
Awarded to a student who has shown excellence in composition
Christopher Winders

Howard Hanson Orchestral Prize
Given in honor of Howard Hanson, to recognize a student who composes an outstanding orchestral piece
Kyle Andrew Blaha

Howard Hanson Ensemble Prize
Given in honor of Howard Hanson, to recognize a student who composes an outstanding ensemble piece
Vincent Luke Calanno

Anthony and Carolyn Donato Prize
Awarded for the outstanding composition of a sonata for violin and piano
Arthur Willford

Wayne Brewster Barlow Prize
Awarded to students who have shown excellence in composition
Ben Seno Hashbarger, Marco Ahluwalia, and Jare Duarte

Anne T. Cummins Scholarship
Awarded to a student who has shown dedication, intelligence, and enthusiasm in non-music classes
Patrice Joan Kline

Raymond and Maxine Schirmer Prize in Jazz Composition
Awarded to a student in the Jazz and Contemporary Media department for jazz composition
Russell L. Scarbrough

Raymond and Maxine Schirmer Prize in Jazz Performance
Awarded to distinguished student performers in the Jazz and Contemporary Media department
Daniel N. Loewus, Damien Bernard Hulse, and Brian Alan VanArsdale

Elsa T. Johnson Fellowship
Awarded to a deserving student in order to make it possible for that student to devote his or her time to the writing of the Ph.D dissertation
Amy Lynn Wlodarski

Charles Warren Fox Award
Awarded to a graduate Musicology student in recognition of special academic accomplishments
Jeremy Grinshaver and Aylon Adler

Andres Segovia Award
for Musical Accomplishment and Human Endeavor
Awarded to graduating guitar performance students who most embody the ideals of Segovia’s work: technical excellence; an artistic vision; furthering the pedagogy of their instrument; and working with composers to enrich the repertoire
Nathan Frecher and Shin-Huang Tseng

Robert Wayne Barlow Award
for Excellence in Harp Performance
Awarded to a student who has shown distinguished skills in harp performance
Katie Elizabeth Bubbey

Jessie Kneisel Lieder Prize for Vocalists
Awarded to vocalists who have shown skill and promise in the Jessie Kneisel Lieder Competition
Michael Kelly (First Prize), Dena Lynn Stanley (Second Prize); Ah Gunday (Third Prize); Virgil Albert Hartinger (Honorable Mention)

Jessie Kneisel Lieder Prize for Pianists
Awarded to pianists who have shown skill and promise in the Jessie Kneisel Lieder Competition
Chung-Hua Weng (First Prize); Mark Daniel Breeden (Second Prize); Man-Shan Yap (Third Prize); Daniel Pesca (Honorable Mention)

Lynne Clarke Vocal Prize
Established to honor the memory of Lynne Clarke, this award is presented to recognize a vocalist who shows outstanding talent and musicality through his or her first-prize performance in the Friends of Eastman Opera Voice Competition
Marc-Tan Tringle

Friends of Eastman Opera Voice Competition Prizes
Awarded to students who show musical promise and talent through their performance in the Friends of Eastman Opera Voice Competition
Ted Christopher (Second Prize); Erin Margaret Snell (Third Prize); Sonia Maria Rodriguez Bernal (Honorable Mention)

Ornest Award
Awarded to students who have shown excellence in vocal performance
Jonathan Stiche and Rachel Rowe

Andrew J. Bogiages Memorial Prize in Bassoon
Awarded to a talented upper division or graduate bassoon student
Keren Helen DelBore
Excellence in Accompanying Awards
Recognizes students who have particularly distinguished themselves during the year through their work as collaborative pianists
Korey Barrett, Ji Eun Han, Daniel Pesca, and Jeremy Samoleski

Barbara M. H. Koeng Award
Established to honor the memory of Barbara M. H. Koeng, and to recognize the achievements of an accompanying major who shares Mrs. Koeng’s passion for working with singers
Ji Eun Han

C. Eschenbach Award
Honors an accompanying major who has distinguished himself or herself in concert with a singer colleague
Korey Barrett

John Celentano Award(s) for Excellence in Chamber Music
Established to celebrate the outstanding contributions of Professor Emeritus John Celentano and to honor students who have demonstrated exceptional achievement in the study and performance of chamber music
Joon Hee Kim, Sae Rom Kwon, Jonas Thoms, and Saehee Uhm

Louis Lane Prize
Awarded to a student who has shown excellence in composition
Sine Inzero

McCurdy Prize
Awarded to a student who has shown excellence in composition
Christopher Winkler

Howard Hanson Orchestral Prize
Given in honor of Howard Hanson, to recognize a student who composes an outstanding orchestral piece
Kyle Andrew Blaha

Howard Hanson Ensemble Prize
Given in honor of Howard Hanson, to recognize a student who composes an outstanding ensemble piece
Vincent Luke Caluanno

Anthony and Carolyn Donato Prize
Awarded for the outstanding composition of a sonata for violin and piano
Arthur Wilford

Wayne Brewster Barlow Prize
Awarded to students who have shown excellence in composition
Ben Seno HASKIN, Marco ALUNNO, and JAMIE DOUMAS

Anne T. Cummins Scholarship
Awarded to a student who has shown dedication, intelligence, and enthusiasm in non-music classes
Patricia Joan Kline

Raymond and Maxine Schirmer Prize in Jazz Composition
Awarded to a student in the Jazz and Contemporary Media department for jazz composition
Russell L. Scarborough

Raymond and Maxine Schirmer Prize in Jazz Performance
Awarded to distinguished student performers in the Jazz and Contemporary Media department
Daniel N. LOUCAS, CLAUDE BERNARD HOEY, and RYAN ALAN VAISSEL

Elsa T. Johnson Fellowship
Awarded to a deserving student in order to make it possible for that student to devote his or her time to the writing of the Ph.D dissertation
Amy Lynn Wlodarski

Charles Warren Fox Award
Awarded to a graduate Musicology student in recognition of special academic accomplishments
Jeremy Grinshwar and Aiden Adler

Andres Segovia Award
for Musical Accomplishment and Human Endeavor
Awarded to graduating guitar performance students who most embody the ideals of Segovia’s work: technical excellence; an artistic vision; furthering the pedagogy of their instrument; and working with composers to enrich the repertoire
Nathan Freher and Shuqian Huang特朗

Robert Wayne Barlow Award
for Excellence in Harp Performance
Awarded to a student who has shown distinguished skills in harp performance
Katie Elizabeth Buckley

Jessie Kneisel Lieder Prize for Vocalists
Awarded to vocalists who have shown skill and promise in the Jessie Kneisel Lieder Competition
Michael Kelly (First Prize), Debra Lynn Stanley (Second Prize); Abi Gunaday (Third Prize); Virgil Albert Hartinger (Honorable Mention)

Jessie Kneisel Lieder Prize for Pianists
Awarded to pianists who have shown skill and promise in the Jessie Kneisel Lieder Competition
Chung-Hua Weng (First Prize); Mark Daniel Breeden (Second Prize); Man-Shan Yap (Third Prize); Daniel Park (Honorable Mention)

Lynne Clarke Vocal Prize
Established to honor the memory of Lynne Clarke, this award is presented to recognize a vocalist who shows outstanding talent and musicality through his or her first-prize performance in the Friends of Eastman Opera Voice Competition
Marc-Tan Trong

Friends of Eastman Opera Voice Competition Prizes
Awarded to students who show musical promise and talent through their performance in the Friends of Eastman Opera Voice Competition
Ted Christopher (Second Prize); Erin Margaret Snell (Third Prize); Sonia Maria Rodriguez Barajas (Honorable Mention)

Ornest Award
Awarded to students who have shown excellence in vocal performance
Jonathan Stich and Rachel Rowe

Andrew J. Bojangles Memorial Prize in Bassoon
Awarded to a talented upper division or graduate bassoon student
Kenen Helen Delbao
Excellence in Accompanying Awards
Recognizes students who have particularly distinguished themselves during the year through their work as collaborative pianists
Korey Barrett, Ji Eun Han, Daniel Pesca, and Jeremy Samoleski

Barbara M. H. Koeng Award
Established to honor the memory of Barbara M. H. Koeng, and to recognize the achievements of an accompanying major who shares Mrs. Koeng’s passion for working with singers
Ji Eun Han

C. Eschenbach Award
Honors an accompanying major who has distinguished him or herself in concert with a singer colleague
Korey Barrett

John Celentano Award(s) for Excellence in Chamber Music
Established to celebrate the outstanding contributions of Professor Emeritus John Celentano and to honor students who have demonstrated exceptional achievement in the study and performance of chamber music
Jeon Hee Kim, Sae Rom Kwon, Jonas Thoms, and Saehee Uhm

John Celentano Award(s) for Excellence in Chamber Music
Established to celebrate the outstanding contributions of Professor Emeritus John Celentano and to honor students who have demonstrated exceptional achievement in the study and performance of chamber music
Jeon Hee Kim, Sae Rom Kwon, Jonas Thoms, and Saehee Uhm

Louis Lane Prize
Awarded to a student who has shown excellence in composition
Sinz Han

McCurdy Prize
Awarded to a student who has shown excellence in composition
Christopher Winters

Howard Hanson Orchestral Prize
Given in honor of Howard Hanson, to recognize a student who composes an outstanding orchestral piece
Kyle Andrew Blaha

Howard Hanson Ensemble Prize
Given in honor of Howard Hanson, to recognize a student who composes an outstanding ensemble piece
Finicnt Luke Calusmo

Anthony and Carolyn Donato Prize
Awarded for the outstanding composition of a sonata for violin and piano
Arthur Wilford

Wayne Brewster Barlow Prize
Awarded to students who have shown excellence in composition
Ben Seno Haskellar, Marie Alonso, and Janes Duane

Anne T. Cummins Scholarship
Awarded to a student who has shown dedication, intelligence, and enthusiasm in non-music classes
Patricia Joan Kline

Raymond and Maxime Schirmer Prize in Jazz Composition
Awarded to a student in the Jazz and Contemporary Media department for jazz composition
Russell I. Scarbrough

Raymond and Maxime Schirmer Prize in Jazz Performance
Awarded to distinguished student performers in the Jazz and Contemporary Media department
Daniel N. Loome, Cameron Bernard Hines, and Roan Alan VanAndale

Elsa T. Johnson Fellowship
Awarded to a deserving student in order to make it possible for that student to devote his or her time to the writing of the Ph.D dissertation
Amy Lynn Wlodarski

Charles Warren Fox Award
Awarded to a graduate Musicology student in recognition of special academic accomplishments
Jeremy Griswold and Alyson Adler

Andres Segovia Award for Musical Accomplishment and Human Endeavor
Awarded to graduating guitar performance students who most embody the ideals of Segovia’s work: technical excellence; an artistic vision; furthering the pedagogy of their instrument; and working with composers to enrich the repertoire
Nathan Fister and Shuen-Huang Teng

Robert Wayne Barlow Award for Excellence in Harp Performance
Awarded to a student who has shown distinguished skills in harp performance
Katie Elizabeth Bukley

Jessie Kneisel Lieder Prize for Vocalists
Awarded to vocalists who have shown skill and promise in the Jessie Kneisel Lieder Competition
Michael Kelly (First Prize), David Lynn Stanley (Second Prize), Abi Gunaday (Third Prize), Virginia Albert Hartinger (Honorable Mention)

Jessie Kneisel Lieder Prize for Pianists
Awarded to pianists who have shown skill and promise in the Jessie Kneisel Lieder Competition
Chung-Bae Wing (First Prize), Mark Daniel Baskin (Second Prize), Min-Shun Yap (Third Prize), Daniel Fosca (Honorable Mention)

Lynn Clarke Vocal Prize
Established to honor the memory of Lynn Clarke, this award is presented to recognize a vocalist who shows outstanding talent and musicality through his or her first-prize performance in the Friends of Eastman Opera Voice Competition
Marc-Tan Tringle

Friends of Eastman Opera Voice Competition Prizes
Awarded to students who show musical promise and talent through their performance in the Friends of Eastman Opera Voice Competition
Ted Christopher (Second Prize), Tyma Margaret Smith (Third Prize), Sena Maria Rodriguez Reyes (Honorable Mention)

Ornest Award
Awarded to students who have shown excellence in vocal performance
Jonathan Stehle and Rachel Rowe

Andrew J. Bogiages Memorial Prize in Bassoon
Awarded to a talented upper division or graduate bassoon student
Ksenia Helen Delkore
Zildjian Prize
Awarded to an outstanding percussion student
Sean Daniel Connors

The 2003/2004 Teaching Assistant Prizes
Awarded to outstanding Teaching Assistants
John Jetter, Jennifer Gliere, Clay Howard Greenberg, Cynthia Johnston-Turner,
John Kadera, Linda Morris, Brian Alan VanArsdale

Iwa Watanabe Award
Awarded to a Japanese-born student who has shown promise and skill in music
Kevin Su Fukagawa

The Presser Music Award
Awarded to a graduate student who demonstrates excellence and outstanding promise for a distinguished career in music
J. Daniel Jenkins

Linda Muise Student Life Award
Established in honor of Linda Muise, this award is presented to a graduating senior who has shown dedication, enthusiasm, collaboration, and leadership traits that promote and maintain a strong quality of life for all
Juliet Ann Grabowski

Honors and Awards

Eastman School of Music
79th Commencement
Sunday, May 16, 2004, 11:15 a.m.
Zildjian Prize
Awarded to an outstanding percussion student
Sean Daniel Connors

The 2003/2004 Teaching Assistant Prizes
Awarded to outstanding Teaching Assistants
John Betze, Jennifer Glovne, Clay Howard Greenberg, Cynthia Johnston-Turner, John Kinkesky, Lina Morita, Brian Alan Sandersdale

Iwa Watanabe Award
Awarded to a Japanese-born student who has shown promise and skill in music
Kevin Sue Fukagawa

The Presser Music Award
Awarded to a graduate student who demonstrates excellence and outstanding promise for a distinguished career in music
J. Daniel Jenkins

Linda Muise Student Life Award
Established in honor of Linda Muise, this award is presented to a graduating senior who has shown dedication, enthusiasm, collaboration, and leadership traits that promote and maintain a strong quality of life for all
Juliet Ann Grabowski